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Note: 1. This question paper contains two parts A and B.  

          2. Part A is compulsory which carries 25 marks.  Answer all Questions in part A.  

          3. Part B consists of 5 units. Answer any one full question from each unit. Each question carries 10    

              Marks and may have a,b,c as sub questions.            

     PART A     (25 Marks) 

1. a) Distinguish between WWW and Internet.     [2M] 

b) Describe two types Unordered List tags with example   [2M] 

c) Explain briefly about Navigator object in JavaScript   [2M] 

d) Define Cloud Computing       [2M] 

e) Write two background properties in CSS.      [2M] 

 

      2.   a) Explain paragraph tag & line break tag with example.   [3M] 

 b)  Write HTML code for embedding audio & video files.    [3M] 

 c)  Explain document object Methods.      [3M] 

 d) Explain Font styles in CSS with example     [3M] 

 e) Explain Hybrid cloud.        [3M] 

 

     PART- B     (50 Marks) 

3. a)  Write Structure of HTML document with an example.   [6M] 

b)  Differentiate HTML4 and HTML5     [4M] 

OR 

 

4.  Write a HTML program to display your name in the title bar of browser , Use Header    

 Level tags to display the site Name,  Use line break , Write  a simple paragraph about   

 your interests and use preformatted tags as well as Paragraph tag.( Use Proper  

 Comments)          [10M] 
 

 

5. a) Write the  mechanism available to add images to webpage   [5M] 

b) Explain different list tags with example     [5M] 

OR 

6. a) Explain about  frames in HTML      [5M]  

b) Create a Simple registration form with textbox, radio button, checkbox, button,    

    submit button, select box, file upload, text area ,etc.   [5M] 
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 7. a) Explain different ways to apply CSS to HTML ? Give Suitable examples [10M] 

OR 

 8. a) Explain methods in Window object      [5M] 

     b) Explain the use of CSS in HTML.      [5M] 

  

 9. a) Write a Simple CSS Style sheet which contains various rules for backgrounds and    

         color gradients and apply these styles to any HTML page   [5M] 

     b)  Describe various table properties in CSS with suitable examples  [5M] 

OR 

10. a) Write a CSS program to display the image as a background and tilt it  

           horizontally.         [5M] 

      b) Write a CSS Program to display multiple frames in horizontal and vertical    

          directions.         [5M] 

 
 

11. a) Briefly explain the various challenges and benefits of Cloud computing [5M] 

      b)  Explain the procedure for uploading files to Cloud    [5M] 

OR 

12. a) Explain various cloud computing deploying models     [5M] 

      b) Differentiate the private, public and hybrid clouds.    [5M] 
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